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SUMMARY

Intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs) underpin bio-
logical regulation and hence are highly desirable
drug-development targets. NMR is normally the
tool of choice for studying the conformational prefer-
ences of IDPs, but the association of regions with re-
sidual structure into partially collapsed states can
lead to poor spectral quality. The bHLH-LZ domain
of the oncoprotein Myc is an archetypal example of
such behavior. To circumvent spectral limitations,
we apply chemical denaturant titration (CDT)-NMR,
which exploits the predictable manner in which
chemical denaturants disrupt residual structure and
the rapid exchange between conformers in IDP en-
sembles. The secondary structure propensities and
tertiary interactions of Myc are determined for all
bHLH-LZ residues, including those with poor NMR
properties under native conditions. This reveals con-
formations that are not predictable using existing
crystal structures. The CDT-NMR method also
maps sites perturbed by the prototype Myc inhibitor,
10058-F4, to areas of residual structure.

INTRODUCTION

Intrinsically disordered regions of proteins or entire intrinsically

disordered proteins (IDPs) are extremely prevalent in higher

eukaryotes, and are involved in a wide range of biologically

important processes, suchasextracellular communication, intra-

cellular signaling, and DNA replication and transcription (Babu

et al., 2011;Habchi et al., 2014;Oldfield andDunker, 2014;Wright

and Dyson, 2015). The conformational ensemble defined as

disordered does not necessarily represent a purely random coil

state, and different IDP sequences exhibit different behaviors,

ranging from rapidly rearranging disordered coils, to more
St
collapsed states with long-range contacts and persistent sec-

ondary structure elements. These latter IDPs can be classified

as having molten globule-like behavior, characterized by a loose

core without the precise packing of folded proteins (van der Lee

et al., 2014). Molten globule-like behavior is observed in a range

of states from native-like folds with dynamic interiors (e.g., apo-

myoglobin), to ensembles with low hydrodynamic radii but no

persistent structure. IDPs that display this behavior are frequently

involved in molecular recognition, and some adopt conventional

globular structures when in complex with a binding partner. The

basic-helix-loop-helix-leucine zipper (bHLH-LZ) domain of the

oncoprotein Myc is an archetypal example of such behavior.

Myc is an important transcription factor for cell growth, meta-

bolism, and apoptosis, and its overexpression is associated with

many cancers (Santarius et al., 2010). Transcriptional activity of

Myc requires hetero-dimerization with the protein Max. Both

proteins have disordered bHLH-LZ domains, which become or-

dered upon heterodimer formation, leading to the recognition

and binding of the E-box DNA sequence (Blackwood and Eisen-

man, 1991; Nair and Burley, 2003; Prendergast et al., 1991). This

makes small-molecule inhibitors that disrupt the Myc-Max inter-

action attractive candidates to be used as anticancer agents

(Follis et al., 2009; Metallo, 2010), but their development is

limited by a lack of appropriate characterization of Myc in the

IDP state adopted when isolated from Max.

Conventional structural biology techniques are not well-suited

for IDPs, because any tertiary structure is transient. NMR spec-

troscopy provides a number of informative measurements,

including chemical shifts, residual dipolar couplings (RDCs),

and paramagnetic relaxation enhancement (PRE) (Bhowmick

et al., 2017; Jensen et al., 2014; Sormanni et al., 2017). PREs

report on interactions up to 30 Å, and on rarely populated states

(<5%) (Baldwin and Kay, 2009; Clore, 2013; Salmon et al., 2010).

However, IDPs present challenges to standard NMR techniques;

low structural complexity results in poor signal dispersion,

although this is ameliorated by the intense resonances observed

for fully denatured proteins, and exposed amide groups are sub-

ject to signal loss through solvent exchange, although this can

sometimes be ameliorated using 13C-detection (Bermel et al.,
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A B Figure 1. 1H-15N HSQC Spectra of Myc

bHLH-LZ Domain

(A) under the standard buffer conditions and 0 M

GdmCl.

(B) under the standard buffer conditions with

addition of GdmCl to 3.2 M. Amide cross peaks

are labeled with the residue number and single

letter code for their assigned amino acid.

No peaks are visible in spectrum (A) for residues

400–437. Inset in (B) shows the crowded

region marked with a box in the center of the

spectrum.
2012; Goradia et al., 2015; Wiedemann et al., 2015). IDPs that

have molten globule-like behavior are more problematic,

because the underlying conformational exchange typically oc-

curs on timescales that result in severely attenuated NMR

resonances. The signal attenuation is proposed to arise from

averaging between many conformers with a large range of bar-

rier heights defined by a rough protein conformation energy

landscape (Milanesi et al., 2012).

Here, the structure propensity of the isolated bHLH-LZ domain

from Myc has been extensively characterized using CDT-NMR.

Under native-like conditions, the molten globule-like behavior

of Myc results in residues of the LZ region producing no

detectable resonances. We resolve this problem by shifting the

solution equilibrium toward a monomeric, less-collapsed state

(McParland et al., 2002; Reed et al., 2006); titration with

increasing guanidinium chloride (GdmCl) induces a cooperative

transition of Myc to a more disordered state. The GdmCl depen-

dence is used to extrapolate chemical shifts back to native

conditions and to analyze the PREs of three singly S-(1-oxyl-

2,2,5,5-tetramethyl-2,5-dihydro-1H-pyrrol-3-yl)methyl metha-

nesulfonothioate (MTSL)-labeled cysteine variants. The data

reveal considerable helical structure under native conditions,

especially in part of the LZ region. There is also significant tertiary

contact between residues in the helix 2-LZ boundary region and

those of helix 1 that is quite different to that observed in the Myc-

Max crystal structure (Nair and Burley, 2003). The CDT-NMR

approach also allows the interaction with the prototype Myc in-

hibitor, 10058-F4, to be identified as specifically affecting this

tertiary contact in the molten globule-like state of Myc.

RESULTS

Assignment of bHLH-LZ Domain NMR Spectra
The 15N-1H heteronuclear single quantum coherence (HSQC)

spectra of the bHLH-LZ domain of Myc (residues 352–437) in
1538 Structure 27, 1537–1546, October 1, 2019
native-like conditions (20 mM phosphate,

0.1 M NaCl pH 7.4, 298K) shows only 46

out of 83 possible cross peaks (Figure 1A).

The detected peaks are broad, while re-

taining the poor dispersion expected of a

fully disordered protein. Therefore, resid-

ual order is slowing motion to a timescale

that causes the intensity of some reso-

nances to be completely attenuated by

NMR relaxation. Changes in NaCl concen-
tration, pH, and acquisition temperature failed to increase the

number of detected peaks (described in the STAR Methods).

In contrast, introduction of chemical denaturant substantially

improved the spectra. All 83 expected backbone amide signals

are observable at 0.6 M GdmCl and above, and all resonances

have narrow linewidths (<14 Hz for 1H) at 3.2 M GdmCl

(Figure 1B).

Residue-specific assignment of all backbone amide reso-

nances was completed at 3.2 M GdmCl using conventional tri-

ple-resonance experiments, and an additional (H)N(CA)NNH

experiment for regions where the Ca dispersion is poor. The
1HN and 15NH chemical shifts were observed to change continu-

ously in a titration from 3.2 to 0 M GdmCl, allowing the assign-

ment to be transferred to other GdmCl concentrations. HNCACB

spectra were recorded at 2.4, 1.6, and 0M of GdmCl to verify the

assignment at these GdmCl concentrations. The resonances

that are missing in the absence of GdmCl correspond to the

C-terminal residues of Myc (400–437), and constitute part of

the second helix (H2) and the whole LZ region in the Myc-Max

crystal structure (secondary structure shown in Figure 2A).

Three Categories of Response to Denaturant
The responses of the NMR resonances to GdmCl were catego-

rized into three distinct behavior types (Figures 2A and 2B). For

some residues (blue category, Figures 2A and 2B), the largest

chemical shift changes occur at low GdmCl concentration

(<0.6 M) where both d1HN and d15NH have the same hyperbolic

relationship with GdmCl concentration. These transitions corre-

spond well with the behavior when GdmCl is replaced by NaCl in

the titrations (Figure S1). Hence, the effect is independent of the

cation present and therefore is ascribed to interaction with Cl�

ions. The simplest model of a binding interaction is adequate

to describe the data, but the interaction with Cl� may not be a

direct binding event, and may also involve formation of Myc ho-

modimers (Blackwood and Eisenman, 1991). For a second group



A

B

Figure 2. Response of Myc to Denaturant

(A) Primary structure of Myc bHLH-LZ domain with residues color coded according to category of behavior, mostly hyperbolic (blue), mostly sigmoidal (red), and

showing both transitions (green), with the secondary structure boundaries taken from the Myc-Max crystal structure PDB:1NKP (B, basic helix; H1, helix 1; H2,

helix 2; LZ, leucine zipper heptad repeats). Circle radii reflect the uncertainty in the chemical shift measurements (0.005 ppm for d1HN and 0.02 ppm for d15NH).

(B) Titration behavior of amide crosspeaks for a selection of residues. The top row shows positional changes in 1H-15N HSQC spectra with the axes origin

indicating the starting chemical shift (lowest concentration of GdmCl giving a visible peak). The middle and bottom rows show d1HN and d15NH (respectively)

behavior as a function of GdmCl concentration. Solid lines show behavior expected from the best-fit parameters generated by a global fit to Equation 1 (see the

STAR Methods), where chemical shift-related parameters are varied for each residue, but underlying physical constants reflect the whole protein. The best-fit

global parameters are KN/D = 14 ± 3 (�6.2 ± 0.4 kJmol�1),m =�2.8 ± 0.2 (6.5 ± 0.4 kJmol�1 M�1), and KD (Cl) = 410 ± 40mM (14 kJ mol�1). Themean c2 was 12.9

with 24 degrees of freedom.
of residues (red category, Figures 2A and 2B), the d1HN and

d15NH changes have a sigmoidal dependence on GdmCl con-

centration with a mid-point at ~1.2 M. There is no equivalent

transition with NaCl and so the effect is ascribed to the Gdm+

ions and is indicative of a folding event with some cooperativity.

A third group of residues (green category, Figures 2A and 2B) is

subject to both effects and, in contrast to the other categories,

these 1H-15N crosspeaks follow a significantly curved path as

the denaturant concentration changes. In addition, all residues

show aweak linear dependence on GdmCl concentration, which

persists at high denaturant concentrations (>2.5M). This likely re-

flects a weak interaction between Gdm+ and the protein back-

bone (Plaxco et al., 1997), analogous to the well-established

effect of urea (Huang et al., 2012; Meier et al., 2007). The total re-

action scheme for the interaction between Myc and GdmCl is

described by Scheme 1:where N stands for native disordered

state of Myc, D for denatured, and N:Cl and D:Gdm indicate

the bound forms. The dotted arrow represents a very slow pre-
cipitation of Myc in the presence of elevated Cl� concentrations,

which is countered by Gdm+ ions.

The parameters defining the Cl� interaction and the coopera-

tive folding event were fitted globally to Equation 1 using d1HN

and d15NH values for a subset of residues with large chemical

shift changes, and then fixed when fitting the chemical shift

changes for all residues. All residues are fitted satisfactorily

with global parameters for the underlying physical processes

(examples in Figure 2B). Fitting the chemical shift changes using

the global parameters allows the extrapolation of the incomplete

datasets to 0 MGdmCl, thereby providing estimates of d1HN and

d15NH values where none could be determined experimentally.

The accuracy of these estimates was determined to be 0.03

ppm for d1HN and 0.3 ppm for d15NH (see the STAR Methods).

Using Dd1HN and d15NH values in the global fitting procedure

rather than the standard chemical shift perturbation formula

((Dd1HN
2 + (Dd15NH/6)

2)0.5) produced more consistent fit param-

eter values, particularly for residues in the green category
Structure 27, 1537–1546, October 1, 2019 1539



Scheme 1. Reaction Scheme for the Interaction Between Myc

and GdmCl

Figure 3. Secondary Structure Prediction
Predictions from SSP on the basis of 13Ca and 13Cb chemical shifts, at the

labeled denaturant concentrations. Positive values indicate helix, and negative

values indicate b strand or PPII helix. Filled bars show predictions based on

measured chemical shifts, whereas predicted values for residues lost through

signal broadening are shown as open bars.
(Figure 2B), because the root-sum of squares function does not

account for the direction of chemical shift changes.

The sequence distribution of the resulting chemical shift

changes corresponding to each transition is shown in Figure S2.

The derived KD value for the interaction with Cl� (410 mM) is

consistent with weak, non-specific binding, which is focused at

hotspots around the KRR sequence (residues 355–357) and

around residue A390, which in the Myc-Max crystal structure

correspond to the N-terminal basic H1 region and the turn

region, respectively. The signal attenuation observed at low dena-

turant concentration precluded analysis of the Cl� interaction

for much of the C-terminal region. The best-fit parameters for the

cooperative folding transition indicate weak stability (–6.2 kJ

mol�1) and a low Gdm+ m-value of 2.8 (equivalent to 6.5 kJ

mol�1 M�1(Clarke and Waltho, 1997; Myers et al., 1995)) for the

more folded species; values typical of partially ordered states (Cliff

et al., 2009; Reed et al., 2006; Scholtz et al., 2009). The final two

heptad repeats of the LZ (residues 426–436) in the Myc-Max crys-

tal structure show the largest chemical shift changes for this tran-

sition, and are in the region with large signal attenuations in native-

like conditions. The gradients of the weak linear dependence of

chemical shift on GdmCl concentration, visible at high denaturant

concentrations, are also largest for the C-terminal residues.

The a-Helical Structure Is Populated at Low Denaturant
Concentrations
The changes in chemical shift with denaturant suggest that the

conformational distribution of the polypeptide chain is changing.

Whereas some of these changes can be ascribed to weak inter-

actions with Cl� or Gdm+, the cooperative transition is consistent

with structural changes that alter the exposure of hydrophobic

surface area (Scholtz et al., 2009). The backbone 1H, 15N, and
13C chemical shifts were analyzed to determine whether these

changes corresponded to a change in secondary structure pro-

pensity (SSP). Full datasets (d1HN, d
15NH, d

13Ca, and d13Cb) were

available at 1.6, 2.4, and 3.2 M GdmCl, with additional data at

0 M for residues 352–395. The Dd13C values have a strong cor-

relation with Dd15NH values for the same residue (Figure S3)

and so d13Ca and d13Cb were extrapolated back to 0 M GdmCl

using the fitted Dd15NH values from the analysis above, which al-

lowed estimation of SSPs for residues 400–437. The accuracy of

the extrapolations was determined to be 0.23 ppm for both d13Ca

and d13Cb (see the STAR Methods).

Two helical clusters can be distinguished (residues 359–373

and 400–436), which dissolve upon addition of GdmCl (Figure 3).

In particular, the region from residues 416 to 422 (SEEDLLR) is

predicted to be 90% helical in the absence of denaturant. These
1540 Structure 27, 1537–1546, October 1, 2019
clusters are also helical in the Myc-Max crystal structure. How-

ever, the reverse is not always true; for example, the residues

of the first turn of H2 in the Myc-Max crystal structure (393–

396, VVIL) have a significant strand or PPII-helix propensity in

isolated Myc at 0 M GdmCl. The chemical shifts for several res-

idues do not reach random coil values at 3.2MGdmCl, with up to

30% helical content remaining in the LZ region. It is notable that

the region of greatest helix content determined from d13C values

does not co-locate to the region of greatest d15NH perturbation

by GdmCl (Figure S2), which lies between residue Q426 and

the C terminus.

Paramagnetic Relaxation Enhancements Detect a
Tertiary Contact at Low Denaturant
The secondary structure information present in chemical shifts is

complemented by tertiary contact information from PRE mea-

surements. A number of single-cysteine variants were screened

for optimal protein expression, and three were prepared and

labeled using the nitroxide spin-label MTSL, namely Q365C-

SL, N386C-SL, and S405C-SL. The denaturant titration profiles

for the derivatized variants are very similar to the equivalent pro-

files for wild-type Myc (Figure S4), with crosspeaks being readily

assigned by direct comparison of spectra. In the absence of

denaturant, no data are available for residues 400–437 because

of the signal attenuation described above. To gain tertiary con-

tact information from the line-broadened peaks, PREs were



Figure 4. Denaturant Dependence of PREs for Example Residues

Best-fit relationships for Equation 2 are show as solid lines. Crosspeak intensity ratios between paramagnetic and diamagnetic samples are shown as circles,

with the radii showing the calculated errors.
measured as a function of denaturant concentration, and Equa-

tion 2 was used to extrapolate PRE values for residues with

attenuated signals at 0 M GdmCl, using the parameters defined

by the analysis of chemical shift changes (Cliff et al., 2009) (see

Figure 4 for example profiles).

For all three spin-labeled variants, there is a strong denaturant

dependence for the measured PREs. At 0 M GdmCl (Figure 5A),

the sequence distribution of the resulting intensity ratios (Ipara/

Idia) is broad. The Q365C-SL variant reports significant contacts

throughout the 355–390 region, with lower effects up to residue

Q407, but little contact with the C-terminal region. The N386C-

SL variant reports contacts throughout the same region, with

the primary effect occurring between residues Q365 and A399.

In contrast, the S405C-SL variant reports contacts over much

more of the sequence, with the primary effects broadly centered

around residue F375 and, to a lesser extent, around residue

E425. Effects observed for residues before Q365 and between

E385 and A390 are lower, indicating there is a preferential con-

tact between S405 and the F375 region compared with the inter-

vening residues. At 3.2 M GdmCl (Figure 5B), the PREs from

each spin-labeled variant largely follow the behavior expected

for a fully disordered protein, but with some low PREs (i.e., inten-

sity ratios less than 2 SD below that expected for a random coil)

at sequence distant positions. The Q365C-SL variant reports

contacts extending to K355 and Q407, while the N386C-SL

variant reports contacts to the region between residues Q365

and R378. The S405C-SL variant reports contacts to the region

between residues E363 and E385. Hence, the simplest model is

that the observed PREs at this GdmCl concentration reflect the

rare population of species that resemble the native disor-

dered state.

Overall, the primary long-range contacts detected in the native

disordered state are consistent between the three spin-label var-

iants and occur between regions around F375 and around T400,

and between around L370 and around E385. The former contact

is close to an intramolecular contact within Myc present in the

Myc-Max crystal structure, where the C terminus of H1 interacts

with H2. In order to test how consistent the measured PREs are
with this folded state of Myc, values were calculated on the basis

of an isolated Myc monomer from the crystal structure confor-

mation, and a modeled Myc homodimer (using Max as a tem-

plate) (solid lines in Figure 5A). This established that the native

disordered state of Myc is a much more dynamic system as

the PRE data are, in general, inconsistent with ordered, folded

states; the calculated profiles for folded Myc show significant

peaks and troughs throughout the sequence (blue line in Fig-

ure 5A). For the Q365-SL variant, the distribution of PREs is

very different to the calculated values, particularly around resi-

dues A390 and S415, indicating substantial non-native char-

acter. However, for the S405-SL variant, the distribution,

although not the size, of PREsmore closely resembles the calcu-

lated values from the folded structures.

The NMR properties exhibited by the native disordered state of

Myc may reflect transient intramolecular or intermolecular

interactions, or a combination of both. Consistent with a self-

association component, the broadening of resonances for LZ res-

idues showed a small dependence on protein concentration

below 1.2 M GdmCl. Consequently, PREs were measured as a

function of protein concentration to determine the extent to which

intermolecular contacts contributed to the native disordered

state. Changes in intensity ratios of less than 10%were observed

upon 10-fold dilution (Figure S5). In addition, MTSL-derivatized
14N Myc had a negligible PRE effect on the NMR spectrum of

underivatized 15N-labeled Myc, at the lowest GdmCl concentra-

tion where all peaks were visible (Figure S6). Therefore, the pro-

tein concentrationdependence of signal intensities of LZ residues

is ascribed to viscosity or other solvent effects rather than self-as-

sociation, and the dominant relaxation enhancements and chem-

ical shift changes result from intramolecular contacts.

The Structure of the bHLH-LZ Domain Is Compact and
Disordered
To visualize the properties of an ensemble that is consistent with

the data, and to allow calculation of macroscopic properties like

the radius of gyration (Rg), the experimental PREs and chemical

shifts were used as input into flexible meccano/ASTEROIDS
Structure 27, 1537–1546, October 1, 2019 1541
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Figure 5. Calculated Paramagnetic Relaxation Enhancements

Sequence distribution of PREs (Ipara/Idia) at 0 M (A) and 3.2 M GdmCl (B), for

each spin-labeled variant. For residues that experience significant line-broad-

ening (400–417), values at 0 M GdmCl were based on the fits of denaturation

profiles to Equation 2. Error bars are standard deviations calculated by prop-

agating the noise in the 2D spectra. In (A), the solid lines show the behavior

expected for the Myc-Max crystal structure monomer (black) and a modeled

homodimer (blue). In (B), the red solid line shows the behavior expected for a

self-excluding random coil with the sequence-specific secondary structure

propensity (an ensemble generated by flexible mecanno/ASTEROIDS).
calculations (Ozenne et al., 2012; Salmon et al., 2010). The

extensive degrees of freedom available to IDPs vastly outweigh

the sparse experimental constraints, so the resulting ensemble

does not reliably predict chemical shift and PRE data other

than those used as input. An initial pool of 10,000 conformers

was calculated based on the extrapolated chemical shift values

(13Ca,
13Cb,

1HN, and
1N) at 0 M GdmCl. Five ensembles of 200

conformers that satisfied both the chemical shift and PRE data

were then selected from the initial pool using ASTEROIDS, and

combined into a final ensemble.

The calculated values for the final ensemble correspond

well to the experimental ones (Figure S7). Per residue secondary

structure propensities in the final ensemble (example Rama-

chandran plots are shown in Figure 6A) are consistent with the
1542 Structure 27, 1537–1546, October 1, 2019
SSPpredictions above (Figure 3) and show that twomain regions

of c,4 space dominate, a-helical and PPII (Figure 6B). The b

strand region is less populated, with just one residue, I381, pre-

dominantly (~60%) in this conformation. The 416–421 region

shows almost 100% a helicity, in close agreement SSP predic-

tions based solely on chemical shift.

The contact map and the distribution of Rg values calculated

from the final ensembles (Figures 6C and 6D) illustrate that resi-

dues in the 360–380 region are closer to residues in the 400–410

region than would be expected for a random coil ensemble,

consistent with the experimental PRE data (Figure 5). Corre-

spondingly, theRg distribution peaks at 23 Å, which is 5 Å smaller

than in the distribution for the initial pool. The compaction is not

as large as for the formation of the Myc-Max crystal structure

(Rg = 18 Å), and, whereas there are some preferential conforma-

tions, the ensemble is largely disordered. Representative protein

conformations (Figure 7) illustrate the distribution of helical seg-

ments, and the absence of common tertiary structure.

Structure in Relation to Ligand Binding
A number of molecules that specifically interact with Myc have

been reported (Metallo, 2010), but thus far their mode of interac-

tion has been difficult to define (Follis et al., 2008; Hammoudeh

et al., 2009; Harvey et al., 2012; Heller et al., 2017). Hence, we

investigated whether the CDT-NMR approach could help eluci-

date the interactions of a molten globule-like IDP with a ligand.

The archetypal Myc-targeting molecule, 10058-F4, has an anti-

proliferative action in cell cultures that is consistent with inter-

rupting the Myc-Max interaction (Yin et al., 2003). Initial NMR

studies under native conditions showed some signs of interac-

tion between the measurable resonances of Myc and 10058-

F4, but these effects were small, meaning that other solvent

effects such as protein and DMSO concentration variations

could not be discounted. Therefore, the experiments were

repeated at Gdm+ concentrations at which there is significant

population of the molten globule-like state, but the population

of the denatured state produces more favorable NMR relaxation

behavior and therefore higher spectral quality.

For this system, the optimal conditions were 0.5 M GdmCl, at

which the equilibrium position is 80% molten globule-like and

20% denatured, according to the best-fit parameters for the

data in Figure 2B. Under these conditions, 10058-F4 induces

significant attenuation of 1H-15N HSQC crosspeaks, although

only minor chemical shift changes (Figure 8A), consistent with

slow intermediate exchange. However, whereas the distribution

of affected residues is quite broad (Figure 8B), it has a pattern

that resembles the PRE profiles (Figure 5), rather than one that

resembles the transition between the denatured and molten

globule-like states. The greatest loss of intensity is at a region

around T400 (shown as isolated orange peaks in Figure 8B),

with a weaker effect at residues 360–380. In contrast, residues

from K420 onward are relatively unaffected. This is consistent

with the interaction between 10058-F4 and Myc specifically sta-

bilizing the previously identified weak tertiary interaction be-

tween the 360–380 and 400–410 regions (Figure 5), rather than

stabilizing all regions with molten globule-like behavior. The con-

centration of 10058-F4 is low (1 mM), so the most probable

mechanism is by a specific direct interaction with Myc rather

than a solvent effect. The region showing greatest intensity
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Figure 6. Structural Parameters for the Ensemble Selected by ASTEROIDS

(A) Ramachandran plots showing the amino acid conformational potentials for representative residues V354, L377, K398, and L420 in the ensemble.

(B) Populations of residues in the ensemble with dihedral angles in particular regions of Ramachandran space: a helix (green), PPII (dark blue), and b strand (red),

with the PPII and b regions being summed and defined as negative. The number of conformers populating the left-handed helix was negligibly small for all

residues (<3%). Definition of regions of Ramachandran space was done as described previously (Ozenne et al., 2012).

(C) Distribution of radius of gyration (Rg) for the random coil (red) and the final PRE, chemical shift-based ensemble (blue). Rg for the random coil state is 29 Å and

decreases to 28 Å when the chemical shifts are included in calculations. Inclusion of PRE data reduces this to 23 Å, a compaction of 82%. The compaction

expected from the Myc-Max crystal structure is 58%.

(D) Final contact map showing Myc long-range contacts derived using chemical shift and PRE data. Heatmap represented in terms of log-ratio of the distance

between residues in the selected and chemical shift-based pool Dij = log(<dij>/<dij,ref>). Colors range from red (�0.4, regions in closer contact than pool; see the

STAR Methods) to blue (0.0) to violet (0.2, regions farther apart than pool).
loss corresponds to one that has complete signal attenuation un-

der native conditions (Figure 1A), making it difficult to identify us-

ing standard NMR approaches. No interaction is apparent at

GdmCl concentrations above 0.8 M, due to the low population

of residual structure, indicating that the optimal Gdm+ concen-

tration to investigate ligand binding in different systemswill firstly

need to be established using CDT-NMR.

DISCUSSION

Previous work on chemically denatured proteins demonstrated

that they rapidly interconvert between denatured states with

random coil behavior and more compact, molten globule-like

states, with the population of the more compact forms

increasing as conditions become more native-like (Candotti

et al., 2013; Cliff et al., 2009; Schulman et al., 1997). NMR mea-

surements reflect the average behavior of the ensemble, and

measurements under a range of conditions can allow the contri-

bution of sub-populations to be deconvolved. Molten globule-

like states frequently have very poor NMR characteristics,

with low resonance dispersion and fast relaxation (leading to

broad resonances and signal attenuation), and so the CDT

method allows the determination of otherwise hidden behavior.

The data here show that the Myc bHLH-LZ domain is an IDP

with such molten globule-like behavior. The per residue folding

parameters associated with the regions of Myc with high struc-
ture propensity are similar enough that chemical shift data

for all residues can be fitted with common values, but the pa-

rameters do not necessarily describe a transition between

states that is concomitant across the molecule. They are

more likely to reflect that individual local clusters have similar

hydrophobic burial and stability, but mostly form independently

of each other.

Previous NMR studies of Myc behavior have used viral iso-

forms (v-Myc; Fieber et al., 2001), variants with some or all of

the bHLH-LZ regionmissing (B-Myc; Burton et al., 2006), or short

peptides derived from the Myc sequence (Hammoudeh et al.,

2009; Lavigne et al., 1998). Such studies can be argued not to

fully represent the behavior of the wild-type protein in conditions

most relevant to the cellular environment, and to small-molecule-

based intervention in disease states. In this study, significant he-

lical propensity is seen throughout the Myc sequence, and

matches well the helical regions identified in v-Myc (Fieber

et al., 2001) and short peptides. Furthermore, the method has

also allowed PRE measurements to determine longer-range in-

teractions and give a fuller description of the structure propensity

of the domain. The ensemble calculation suggests that no partic-

ular conformation dominates, but the average Rg is considerably

smaller than for a random coil. The tertiary contacts in the

ensemble are consistent with the results of a recent molecular

dynamics study, which suggest that Myc has a tendency to

form a hairpin-like conformation (Liu et al., 2017).
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Figure 8. Ligand Binding at 0.5 M GdmCl

(A) HSQC spectra of 100 mMMyc recorded at 0.5MGdmCl and 5%DMSO-d6,

in the presence (dark blue) and absence (orange) of 1 mM 10058-F4.

(B) Ratio of peak height for assigned resonances in the two spectra, showing

regions of Myc affected by the compound. Error bars are standard deviations

calculated by propagating the noise in the 2D spectra.
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Figure 7. Representative Structures from the Final Ensemble

Selected by ASTEROIDS

(A) Lowest Rg conformer, (B) most frequently selected conformer, (C) closest

to mean Rg conformer, and (D) mode Rg conformer. Structures are repre-

sented as a ribbon colored blue to red, N to C termini. Consistent helical region

is in the orange region.
The structural elements defined for Myc in the absence of

denaturant are potentially functionally important. The region

with the greatest helical content (>90% helical; residues 416–

422, Figure 3) corresponds to the position within the LZ that is

important in ensuring specificity for the interaction with Max,

and mutation of residues E417, R423, and R424 results in signif-

icant homodimerization (Soucek et al., 1998). The long-range

tertiary contact defined by the PREs (between the 360–380

and 400–410 regions) coincides with the phosphorylation sites

S373 and T400 (Macek et al., 2018), suggesting that phosphor-

ylation perturbs this conformational ensemble, leading to its

role in the mechanism of gene regulation. In addition, mutation

of R367 is sufficient to allow homodimerization (Beaulieu et al.,

2012), an effect that is ascribed to electrostatic repulsion, but

might be caused by the stabilization of non-native contacts.

Furthermore, the regions of tertiary contacts coincidewith the re-

gions that are affected by the small-molecule inhibitor, 10058-

F4, suggesting that a similar regulatory effect can be induced

by pharmaceuticals, and holds hope for the design of further

drug candidate molecules.

Non-random coil behavior in disordered protein chains is well-

established, both for conventionally folded proteins (N-PGK [Cliff

et al., 2009], Drk-SH 3 [Marsh et al., 2007], Staph Nuclease

[Zhang et al., 1997]), and for IDPs. For example, our results

broadly resemble those obtained with spin-labeled variants of

a-synuclein (Bertoncini et al., 2005; Dedmon et al., 2005), which

in combination with RDCs, defined tertiary interactions to be pre-

sent in the absence of denaturant, and that contribute even at

8 M Urea. The interactions are between the C terminus and the

aggregation prone NAC region of a-synuclein. Studies with Tau

show it to have both compact and extended regions (Schwalbe

et al., 2014), whereas the contact map for Myc shows higher

level of compactness for most regions of the construct. On the

basis of these studies with Tau and a-synuclein, a link was pro-
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posed between polyproline II propensity and aggregation prone

precursors for pathogenic b strand formation, but whereas there

are polyproline II-favored regions inMyc, which coincide with the

loop in Myc-Max crystal structure, the NMR data show they are

not prone to aggregation.

In conclusion, CDT-NMR has allowed us to explore fully the

conformational ensemble of a wild-type protein domain contain-

ing all the elements required to interact with its binding partners,

Max and DNA, despite many resonances being broadened

beyond detection in the absence of denaturant, and others hav-

ing little or no intensity in triple-resonance spectra. The applica-

tion of the CDT method extends from previous Myc studies by

allowing the delineation of native behavior from that of the chem-

ically denatured state. The utility of the CDT-NMR method for

regions that have poor spectral properties in the absence of

denaturant has allowed the behavior of the LZ region to be deter-

mined, which has not been possible using previous methods.

The signals that are most attenuated by conformational ex-

change are inherently those with the strongest structure propen-

sity. It follows from the conventional structure-function paradigm

that such regions are most likely to be functionally significant (as



here, the most structured region defines Myc-Max specificity)

and, potentially, the most druggable. Even in fuzzy complexes,

in which the structure-function paradigmdoes not apply so rigor-

ously, specificity is likely to be defined by small clusters of tran-

sient structure. Having defined the denaturant dependence of

structured regions, a system can be poised at an equilibrium po-

sition where the contribution from more compact conformers is

significant, but not sufficient to attenuate the NMR signals dele-

teriously. This approach can be used, for example, to delineate

interactions with inhibitors, making IDPs with molten globule-

like behavior amenable to hitherto prohibited screening of lead

drug compounds. The method should also be compatible with

other NMR measurements such as RDCs, and the identification

of protein-protein interactions.
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EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Experimental model is recombinant, humanMyc protein (RRID:SCR_008608) C-terminal domain (bHLH-LZ) residues 351-437. It was

expressed in E coli BL21(DE3) Gold from a pET -derived vector with an N-terminal HisTag, which was removed by proteolysis during

purification. Standard conditions were defined as 20 mM phosphate buffer, pH=6.5, T=278 K, with protein concentration

5mg/ml (410 mM).

Four single cysteine mutants were prepared for site-specific electron spin-labelling; Q365C, N386, S405C and Q411C.

METHOD DETAILS

The bHLH-LZ domain of Myc (residues 351-437) and the cysteine point-mutants were expressed from a pET derived vector in E.Coli

BL21 (DE3) Gold cell lines (Agilent Technologies) at 37�C (310 K) in M9 minimal medium supplemented with 2 g/L of 13C glucose (or

4 g/L of 12C glucose) and 1 g/L 15N ammonium chloride (Sigma-Aldrich) as the only carbon and nitrogen sources. Protein expression

was induced by addition of 0.1 mM IPTG to bacterial cultures at OD600=0.9, which were harvested 4 h after induction and frozen at

�80�C. Cell pellets were resuspended in 20 mM phosphate buffer with 8 M urea and protease inhibitor tablet ‘‘Complete’’ (Roche),

sonicated and centrifuged for 30 min at 40000 g. Supernatant was loaded on a Talon Co2+ affinity column, equilibrated with 3 M

GdmCl, 20 mM phosphate, 0.1 M NaCl, pH=7.4, washed by 2.5 mM imidazole and Myc was eluted by addition of 125 mM imidazole.

The His-tag was cleaved off by TEV protease and the resulting His-tag peptides were removed by further Co2+-affinity chromatog-

raphy. The purity and identity of the proteins were validated by electrospray ionization mass spectrometry (ESI-MS) and SDS-PAGE.

Paramagnetic labelling of Myc was achieved by incubating Myc cysteine mutants with MTSL (S-(1-oxyl-2,2,5,5-tetramethyl-2,5-

dihydro-1H-pyrrol-3-yl)methyl methanesulfonothioate; Toronto Research Chemicals, Canada) in the presence of 3 M GdmCl and

1 mM DTT at RT in the dark for 8 h. MTSL was present in 5:1 excess over the total thiol concentration. Reaction completeness

was confirmed by mass-spectrometry to be more than 95%. Samples were buffer exchanged in 20 mM phosphate, 1 mM EDTA,

pH 6.5.

Buffer conditions were screened and optimized to provide best spectral dispersion, highest signal intensity and least visible ag-

gregation for Myc samples. The buffer screen covered pHs from 5 to 7.5 and NaCl concentrations up to 1.2 M, and used either phos-

phate or Bis-Tris to control pH. The effect of temperature was also studied. Standard conditions were defined as 20 mM phosphate

buffer, pH=6.5, T=278 K, with protein concentration 5mg/ml (410 mM).

All samples for NMR spectroscopy were prepared in 20 mM phosphate buffer, pH=6.5 and varying concentration of GdmCl with

addition of 10%D2O and 1mMTSP (Trimethylsilyl propanoic acid). Except where stated, spectra were recorded at 278 K on a Bruker

AVANCE III 800 MHz spectrometer equipped with a TCI cryoprobe (1H-13C/15N with z-gradients) in 3mm tubes. Gradient selective,

sensitivity-enhanced HSQC spectra had a spectral width of 20 ppm (1622 Hz) and apparent acquisition time of 60 ms for the indirect

dimension. Spectra were processed using Topspin 3.2 software (Bruker Corp).

Protein backbone resonance assignment experiments were recorded for Myc at 3.2 M GdmCl, comprising two-dimensional
15N-1H HSQC and triple resonance experiments (H)N(CA)NNH, HNCACB, HNCA, HNCO, HN(CO)CA and HN(CO)CACB spectra.

All spectra were collected using Echo/Antiecho-TPPI gradient selection, which was efficient at suppressing signals from GdmCl

and other buffer components. Non-uniform sampling (NUS) was used to optimize resolution of the indirect dimensions in the available

experiment time. NUS acquired data were process usingMDD algorithmwithin Topspin. Spectra were visualised and analysed using

CCPN Analysis 2.3.

Two-dimensional 1H-15N HSQC spectra were collected at a range of GdmCl concentrations (from 0 to 3.2 M with 0.2 M step). In

order to confirm validity of the resonance assignment transfer between denaturant concentrations HNCACB spectra were collected

for 2.4, 1.6 and 0MGdmCl. This led to unambiguous assignment of Myc at native-like conditions even for very low intensity peaks. In

addition, a sodium chloride titration of Myc between 0 and 1.2 M (with 0.2 M step) was collected. To characterize the Myc self-as-

sociation and aggregation, protein concentrations (0, 0.025, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.8 mM) were varied and 1H-15N HSQC spectra re-

corded, repeated at 0, 0.6, 1 and 2 M GdmCl.

Paramagnetic relaxation enhancement (PRE) data were collected for diamagnetic and paramagnetic samples at a range of GdmCl

concentrations (0 to 3.2 M with 0.3 M step). Diamagnetic sample was obtained by addition of a 5-fold excess of sodium L-ascorbate

to the spin-labelled protein sample. Relaxation delays for 15N-1H HSQC were 2 s, which was sufficient to allow 90% signal recovery

between transients.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Data were processed in Topspin 3.2 and quantified in CCPN Analysis 2.3. Data fitting was by Levenberg-Marquadt non-linear least

squares optimisation using in-house routines interfacing with Numerical Python.

Chemical shifts were analysed as follows: the total reaction scheme for the interaction between Myc and GdmCl can be described

by Scheme 1, as shown in the main text. Because the aggregation process is slow and irreversible, it doesn’t contribute to chemical

shifts. In addition, the dissociation constant for Gdm+ binding to the unfolded state is so high (>4M) that the effect can be approx-

imated by a linear function. Thus, the chemical shift data can be analysed according to the following simplified scheme:
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KD(Cl) is the binding constant for chloride and KN/D is equilibrium constant between the denatured and the native disordered states.

Proton chemical shift perturbation dependence by GdmCl was fitted to equation:

N#
KDðC1Þ

N : Cl#
KD=N

D

dHi = dH0 +

½GdmCl�
KD

� ðDdHCl + ðDdHGdm + slopeH � ½GdmCl�Þ � KÞ

1+
½GdmCl�

KD

� ð1+KÞ
with K =K0 � e�m:½GdmCl� (Equation 1)

dH0 is the initial value of the proton chemical shift difference for residues, DdHCl is the maximum chemical shift perturbation of the

proton chemical shift by chloride and DdHGdm is the maximum effect of Gdm. K0 is the value of K at 0 M GdmCl,m is the denaturant

concentration dependence of the free energies. 15N chemical shifts were fitted to the same equation. Initial fitting was to a subset of

residues with clearly defined behaviour, fitting a KD, K0 andm as global parameters, and chemical shifts on a per residue basis. Sub-

sequently, the values of KD, K0 and m were fixed in fits of all residues. No significant difference between the fit-lines and the data

points resulted. The efficacy of using the global parameters to allow extrapolation to zero denaturant for residues with significant

signal attenuation under such conditions was tested by omitting data points below 0.6MGdmCl for complete data sets and repeating

the fitting procedure. The RMS deviation between the fitted values and the recorded chemical shifts was 0.03 ppm for dH and 0.3

ppm for dN. These uncertainties were propagated into the estimates of 13C chemical shifts.
13Ca and

15NH chemical shifts changes for each residue were found to correlate, and so the maximum 15N shift defined by data

fitting was used to calculate the 13Ca shifts at 0MGdmCl used for SSP. For residues with complete datasets, omitting the 0MGdmCl

point and repeating the process gives a RMSdifference from the recorded value of 0.37 ppm for Ca (0.23 after excluding outliers H359

and F375) and similarly 0.75 ppm for Cb (0.23 after excluding the same outliers). Neither of these outlier residues are in regions with

strong secondary structure propensity.

PRE effects were calculated from the intensity ratio of HSQC peaks between paramagnetic and diamagnetic samples for each

residue, and fitted to the following equation (Cliff et al., 2009).

Iox
Ired

=
R

0
2

R
0
2 +R

0
P

e�ðR0
P
:tÞ where R

0
x =

RD
x +RN

x � K
ð1+KÞ with K =K0 � e�m:½GdmCl� (Equation 2)

The exchange between conformers is fast relative to the chemical shift timescale, and therefore assumed to be fast on the 1H-e

relaxation timescale, and therefore the apparent transverse relaxation rate in diamagnetic samples (R2
0) and the additional paramag-

netic relaxation rate (RP
0) are population weighted averages between the rates in the native, denatured state (N) populated at 0 M

GdmCl, and the denatured state (D) populated at high GdmCl concentrations. The time t is the amount of time protons are transverse

in the HSQCpulse sequence, amounting to 10.6ms. R2
Dwas fixed at 7 Hz (32p) and residue specific R2

N valueswere estimated from

the guanidinium dependence of the intensities in the diamagnetic sample. These needed correcting for the change in sensitivity of the

probe with Cl� concentration, which is proportional to the change in proton pulse-length (pD/p0M).

Ired;D = Ired;0M 3
pD

p0M

3
R

0
2e

�ðR0
2
�RU

2 Þ:t
RU

2

(Equation 3)

with R2
0 calculated as in Equation 2.

Ensemble Calculation
An original ensemble created by flexiblemeccano (Ozenne et al., 2012; Salmon et al., 2010) comprised 10,000 structures with the phi/

psi angles corresponding to random coils. 50 random ensembles with 200 structures each were created and c2 values were calcu-

lated for each ensemble. Then using ASTEROIDS (Salmon et al., 2010) genetic algorithm 5 ensembles with 200 structures each were

selected on the basis of the best fit to the experimental chemical shift data. SPARTA (Shen and Bax, 2007) was used for prediction of

chemical shifts. From these structures, 1000 phi/psi angles were extracted for each residue, which were used as a library to build

8500 structures for the next iteration. Next iteration started with 8500 structures from the previous calculation and 1500 structures

created from the random coil library. This process was repeated 5 times to avoid being trapped in local minima.

These final 10000 structures were used as a starting pool to fit the PRE and chemical shift data simultaneously. ASTEROIDS was

used to produce equivalent ensembles containing 100 structures (5000 evolution steps were used in the genetic algorithm). PREs

were calculated from 1HR2 values estimated from the 1H-e- distance in each conformation, the INEPT delay, the conformational sam-

pling of the spin label relative to the backbone and the estimated correlation time of the dipole interaction (5ns), as described else-

where (Salmon et al., 2010).
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Long-range order was assessed in the final ensembles by calculating distance values normalized against the average distance

values calculated for the chemical shift (CS) based ensemble:

Dij = log

 
dij

d0
ij

!

where dij is the distance between residues i and j in the final (CS-PRE) calculated ensemble and d0
ij is distance between residues i and j

for the CS calculated ensemble. These values were used to plot contact map.

DATA AND CODE AVAILABILITY

NMR chemical shifts have been deposited with the BioMagResBank with accession codes 27701, 27702, 27703 and 27704.
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Supplemental Data 

 

Figure S1: (relates to Fig. 2) The behaviour of observable 1H, 15N correlation peaks in HSQC spectra of 

Myc over a GdmCl titration and a NaCl titration. GdmCl concentration range (red circles): 0.0 to 3.2 

M, with 0.2 M steps. NaCl concentration range (blue triangles): 0.0 to 1.2 M, with 0.2 M steps. 

Residue names are coloured as in Fig. 1. 



 

Figure S2 Relates to Fig 2. Values of best fit residue-specific parameters for proton (top-left) and 

nitrogen (top-right) chemical shift for the sigmoidal transition (folding and folding), the Cl 

induced hyperbolic transition (expressed as ((Cl
2 + (NCl/6)2)0.5, bottom-left) and the slope of 

final shallow transition (bottom-right). 

  



 

 

Figure S3: relates to Fig. 3, δCα plotted against ΔδN for representative residues. Correlation 

coefficients are shown inset for each residue. 

  



 

Figure S4: relates to Fig. 4. Denaturation profiles mapped as cross-peaks from 1H-15N HSQC spectra 

for the different Myc cysteine mutants: Q365C (blue diamonds), N386 (red circles), S405 (black 

crosses). The radii of the circles (dimensions of crosses and squares) correspond to 0.015 ppm in the 
1H dimension HSQC spectra. Arrows point in the direction of the cross-peak motion upon increasing 

GdmCl concentration. 

  



 

Figure S5: relates to Fig 5. Sequence distribution of PREs (Ipara/Idia) at 0.5 (blue) and 5 (red) mg/ml at 

0.6 M GdmCl, for Q365C (A) and S405C (C) spin-labelled variants. PRE ratios of 0.5 mg/ml vs 5 mg/ml 

were plotted to illustrate correlation between them (B and D) and regression coefficient (slope 

value). 

  



 

Figure S6: Relates to Fig. 5. Intensity ratios of samples with paramagnetic MTSL to diamagnetic MTSL 

when a) 14N -Myc Q411-MTSL is in 1:1 mix with underivatised 15N Myc Q411 at 4 mg/ml b) 15N -Myc 

Q411-MTSL at the same concentration. c) 15N -Myc S405-MTSL at the same concentration 

 



 



 

Figure S7: Relates to Fig. 6 & 7. Comparison of the experimental (empty bars) and ensemble 

averaged data (blue line) for Myc at 0 M GdmCl. (A) Chemical shift deviation from random coil values 

back-calculated by SPARTA; (B) Intensity ratios between paramagnetic and diamagnetic samples on a 

per residue level.  
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